Sig Sauer P210 American Standard 9mm Pistol with Logo*

Adopted by the Swiss military in 1947, the P210 put Schweizerische Industrie Gesellschaft (SIG) on the firearm manufacturing map. That renowned accuracy and reliability is now even sharper with the new P210 Target pistol — making the Sig Sauer P210 our 2019 Gun of the Year. Aimed specifically to deliver unparalleled target shooting performance, this model embodies the heritage of the classic P210 — now equipped with updated ergonomics and a target trigger.

The P210 Standard Target is a precision made pistol with updated American controls, sleek walnut target grips, and a smooth clean target trigger. It is a full-size single stack 9mm reverse railed slide and frame accented with “Friends of NRA” and “2019 Gun of the Year” engraved on the left and right side of the slide. The history of the P210 along with the custom engraving provides itself to be a family heirloom for generations to follow. The Gun of the Year is exclusive to 2019 Friends of NRA events and limited to 1,050 units.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Caliber: 9mm
- Barrel Length: 5"
- Action: Hammer Fired, Semi-Auto
- Magazine Capacity: 8 rounds
- Engraved with Friends of NRA and 2019 Gun of the Year on the slide

*Not legal in all states
GUN OF THE YEAR 2019

GUN OF THE YEAR
Kimber Micro 9 9mm Pistol with Logo*

Kimber’s legendary Micro 9 platform puts the powerful 9mm cartridge in a small, ergonomic and easy to conceal package perfect for your everyday concealed carry needs. Special features of this NRA edition include: green fiber optic front sight for fast sight acquisition, standard seven round magazine, proprietary Hogue wraparound grips for better control and comfort while shooting, unique serial number sequence commemorating the edition, starting with 19NRA0001, engraved NRA logo on the slide, and full KimPro Black finish on slide and frame, offering superior durability and resistance to the elements. Exclusive to 2019 Friends of NRA events and limited to 1,400 units.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Caliber: 9mm
- Sight: Green fiber optic front sight
- Action: Semi-Auto
- Capacity: 7 round capacity with extended magazine
- Engraved NRA logo on front of the slide
- NRA Serialization

Henry Single Shot Brass .45-70 Rifle with NRA Seal

This gun is born to hunt hard. The centerfire single-shot rifle with NRA serialization has an extensive history among hunters looking for a dependable and accurate game-getter. Henry’s brand new line of break-action one-shooters comes with a highly polished finish on a hardened brass frame and features a 22” round barrel, a fully adjustable folding leaf rear sight and brass bead front sight, a drilled and tapped provision for optional scope use, American walnut front and rear furniture, a straight English wrist and brass buttplate with an engraved NRA seal on the buttstock plus a non-ejecting case extractor. This rifle is chambered in the time-honored .45-70 making it a very handy, yet powerful rifle. Exclusive to 2019 Friends of NRA events and limited to 1,145 units.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Caliber: .45-70
- Barrel: 22” round
- Sight: Folding leaf rear sight and brass bead front sights
- Action: Break-Action, Single-Shot
- Stock: American Walnut with engraved NRA Seal
- NRA Serialization

*Not legal in all states*
Founded in 1919 by Swedish immigrant Oscar Frederick Mossberg, Mossberg is the oldest family-owned firearms manufacturer in the country. Celebrating 100 years in business, the tradition of manufacturing great firearms continues with one of the most popular shotguns in its arsenal, the Mossberg 500. Considered by many the most prolific and reliable shotgun in the world, it is also the most versatile shotgun platform available, with a model to fit every season, every application, and every user. This Mossberg 500 is the only pump action to be declared Mil-Spec. It has multi-purpose versatility and comes with two factory barrels - one 24" fully rifled bore designed for use with slugs and one 24" smooth bore with XX-Full choke. Made exclusively for 2019 Friends of NRA events by OF Mossberg and limited to 1,145 units.

**Mossberg 500 Pump-Action 12 Ga. Shotgun Combo**

- Caliber: 12 Gauge
- Action: Pump-Action
- Capacity: 6
- Barrel Length: 24" for slugs, 24" for shot
- Chamber Size: 3"

Premium quality comes standard with the SAUER 100 Classic. German gun maker J. P. Sauer has raised the bar for entry-level rifles, setting a new standard that does not compromise quality. The S100 Classic offers a super-crisp, adjustable single-stage trigger, that can be set by the shooter between 2.2 - 4.2 lb, a three-position safety combining easy operation with maximum reliability, plus a famously smooth SAUER bolt and cold hammer-forged barrel. For exacting terminal performance, the S100 guarantees five shot SUB-MOA accuracy. Combine this accuracy with the ERGO MAX stock geometry taken from the premium SAUER S404 and it improves the shooter’s head position for easy sighting, plus the felt recoil is considerably reduced enhancing the shooting experience. This limited-edition run with the iconic NRA seal laser etched onto the rifle’s pistol grip by Blaser is available exclusively for 2019 Friends of NRA events. Limited to 1,145 units.

**Sauer 100 Classic XT 6.5 Creedmoor Rifle with NRA Seal**

- Caliber: 6.5 Creedmoor
- Barrel length: 22"
- Stock: Dark stained beechwood
- Action: Bolt-Action
- Trigger: Adjustable (2.2-4.2lb)
- Capacity: 5+1
CMMG The GUARD 9mm AR Pistol with Logo*

Founded in Missouri in 2002, CMMG is a leading manufacturer of all things AR-15. They started producing AR pistols in 2014 inspired by their popular line of rifles. The CMMG MkGs PSB GUARD is an AR pistol chambered in 9mm. It is fed from factory Glock magazines and uses CMMG’s patent pending Radial Delayed Blowback™ operating system that easily handles the 9mm cartridge while simultaneously reducing the weight and felt recoil. The firearm comes with an 8” pistol barrel, RML7 M-LOK handguard, and KAK Shockwave Stabilizer and Tube. It also features last round bolt hold open utilizing CMMG’s patented dual-pinned, fully machined bolt catch linkage, making operation both easy and intuitive. The GUARD is threaded ½”-28 to accept most common 9mm suppressors and is the perfect carbine for defending your home or enjoying a day at the range. The MkGs PSB GUARD comes with limited edition NRA serial numbers and Friends of NRA logo on the lower receiver. Made exclusively for 2019 Friends of NRA events by CMMG and limited to 1,050 units.

S&W Model 60 .357 Mag Revolver with NRA Seal

The Smith & Wesson Model 60, the world’s first stainless steel revolver, has been a success since its introduction in 1965. Praised by both law enforcement and sportsmen, the Model 60 is a stainless steel version of the Chiefs Special®; and began the era of stainless steel handgun production. The Model 60 is the perfect choice for those seeking a small frame, all-steel revolver with greater recoil control and proven performance. The Model 60 integrates the time-tested features of the original with modern advancements. Customized with the NRA seal by Smith & Wesson and exclusive to 2019 Friends of NRA events. Limited to 1,145 units.
Flags of Valor and Tactical Walls, both Veteran-owned and operated businesses, are partnering to create this unique, patriotic, product for *Friends of NRA*. This vertical concealment flag is designed as a patriotic piece of wall art meant to honor our military, our country's history and recognize the freedom and liberty of the United States. Inside of the low-profile flag there is a usable interior cavity to securely store and hide valuables behind a hidden magnetic locking system. The unit is made of a variety of materials including pine, poplar, and ABS plastic. This allows for a slim design profile and a lightweight easy to install package that looks good in any decor. Overall dimensions measure 32”L x 16.5”W x 3”D and weighs 15 lbs. Limited to 1,130 units and available for 2019 *Friends of NRA* events by Flags of Valor and Tactical Walls.

**Concealed Wooden Flag**
Blanket with 2A Script

Show your support for our right to bear arms with this knit throw featuring the Second Amendment in script. This 54”L x 54”W blanket is made from 100% high-bulk acrylic yarn in upstate New York. Machine washable. Made exclusively for Friends of NRA in New York by Binghamton Knitting Company and limited to 1,130 units.

Barrel Wood Basket

Inspire your home with rustic elegance. Handcrafted using wood from authentic spent wine and bourbon barrel staves, this is the perfect centerpiece for your next tablescape. Every barrel is slightly different depending on age and recipe of the bourbon inside, making this piece truly one of a kind in every way. Designed exclusively for 2019 Friends of NRA events by Columbus Barrel Co. and limited to 1,130 units.

Vintage Cast Iron Revolver Set

Originals are very rare, so we created these authentic reproductions for 2019 events. Display your love for the Second Amendment by using them as a door stop, bookends or as a desk paperweight. Overall dimensions measure 9”L x 5”W x 1.7”D and weigh just over two pounds each. Made exclusively for 2019 Friends of NRA events by Birchwood Trading. Limited to 1,130 units.
Faith, Family, Freedom Sign

Whether you’re a collector, gun enthusiast, hunter or competitive shooter, this solid cast aluminum sign will reveal your faith and devotion as a freedom-loving American. Built to last generations, this proud sign was designed by Whitehall Products and limited to 1,130 units available exclusively at 2019 Friends of NRA events.

Red Ryder Teach Freedom BB Gun

Just like the one you grew up with, the NRA “Teach Freedom” Red Ryder features Limited Edition Red Ryder etching on the receiver, metal cocking lever, engraved “NRA Teach Freedom” on the forearm, 650 shot capacity and a crossbolt trigger block safety. Perfect for introducing youth to gun safety and the fun and excitement of shooting. Created exclusively for Friends of NRA by Daisy Outdoor Products and limited to 1,130 units. Assembled in USA.

Military Veterans Box with Logo

Honor our veterans with this vintage-inspired keepsake box featuring the logos of the five military branches printed on the lid and the Friends of NRA logo printed in black ink on the front. This item is constructed of pine and designed with a hinged lid detailing draw bolts in front, four metal corners on the bottom, and leather straps affixed with metal loops for handles. Finger-jointed construction ensures strength and durability. Each box is hand-sanded, stained in warm brown then shaded, sealed and lacquered. Inside is a removable tray and a six row coin holder capable of holding 60 custom military coins 1.5” in diameter. Dimensions measure 17.75”L x 12”W x 9.75”H. Made exclusively for 2019 Friends of NRA events by Vintage Editions and limited to 1,130 units. Made in the USA.
U.S. Constitution Leather Handbag

A liberty-loving lady’s favorite the “We the People” bag features a lux satin lining printed with the founders’ copy of the U.S. Constitution. Crafted in beautiful Williamsburg Blue pebbled texture leather, this bag also includes a Lady Liberty U.S. Constitution Booklet and a colonial gold Liberty Bell Charm. Chic rolled top handles and adjustable shoulder strap add versatility. Limited to 1,130 units available at 2019 Friends of NRA events made by LLF, Inc.

Copper Windspinner

Say goodbye to the stationary yard stake. With each “Breeze of Freedom”, this copper-colored windspinner creates a mesmerizing kinetic display of Second Amendment pride. Metal artisan Gleandell Clayton, Jr. designed this handcrafted copper spinner with cut-outs of the Friends of NRA logo, AR-15 rifles and bullets. It’s a spinner sure to catch more than the wind when set in your garden or front yard! Limited to 1,130 units available exclusively at 2019 Friends of NRA events from Gleandell Clayton, Jr.

Barrel Head with NRA Seal

Timeless, rustic and full of NRA pride, every whiskey barrel head is handpicked for its unique qualities by fourth generation woodworkers, CJ and Curt Shaver. Showcasing the NRA seal, this is perfect to hang on the wall or use as a serving platter at your next BBQ. Overall dimensions measure 32”H x 16.5"W x 3"D weighing 15 lbs. Limited to 1,130 units available exclusively by Columbus Barrel Co. for 2019 Friends of NRA events.
Decanter and Rocks Glass Set

Elegantly display and serve your favorite distilled spirit with this 23.75 oz. decanter. Made in Italy from Italian sourced clear, lead-free glass, this serving vessel features an airtight glass stopper. Friends of NRA logo is etched into the decanter in the United States by American artisans. Decanter dimensions: 8.75”H x 7.3”W x 2.75”D. Make every drink taste like freedom with the original 11 oz “Bulletproof” rocks glasses from the father and son team at BenShot. These glasses are embedded with real solid copper bullets, and each lead-free glass is unique and handcrafted in their Wisconsin glass workshop. Crafted for 2019 Friends of NRA events by Visual EFX Group and limited to 1,130 units. Rocks glass set made in the USA by BenShot.

Brothers Forever Sculpture

Beginning with the air-strike in Pearl Harbor and ending with the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, this commemorative sculpture honors the courage and sacrifice of those unsung heroes who secured our American freedoms 75 years ago. Hand cast with a faux bronze finish, this sculpture captures a moment in time of a soldier kneeling in front of three crosses. A brass plaque on the base cites “Brothers Forever - Never Forgotten.” Overall dimensions measure 19.5”H x 11”W x 7”D. Created by artist Rick Terry and Birchwood Trading exclusively for 2019 Friends of NRA events and limited to 1,130 units.
Metal NRA Seal

Made and assembled in the heartland of America, this 3D Metal NRA Seal is sure to be the center of conversation. Combining metal and design ingenuity, it is crafted from 14G and 11G steel. It is made in layers to give it a 3 dimensional look. Once cut it is powder coated with colors selected and made right here in the United States. More than just a manufactured piece, it is a one of a kind work of art crafted in a small 3 man shop in Southeast Oklahoma. Created exclusively for 2019 Friends of NRA events and limited to 1,130 units.

Bullet Link Bracelet

Sparkle with the right to bear arms in red, white and blue on your wrist. This adjustable nickel plated brass link bracelet is made with real .40 caliber spent rounds with red, white and blue Swarovski crystals adorning the center with a dangling USA flag charm. This is the fastest jewelry you’ll ever wear! Created for 2019 Friends of NRA events by Country Strong in Washington.

Clay Target Trap

Start your own mini home range set with this personal clay shooting machine. The Promatic Clay Trap is light, yet robust and easily transportable with a trolley base. It has a 65 m/71 yd throwing distance, 50 clay capacity with a 1.5 second reloading time and release powered by a 12 volt battery (not included). There is a 10-30 degree elevation plus a trolley base for easy movement with a foot pedal release.
This Limited Edition “NRA Hunting Guide Combo Cutlery Pack” includes two hand-made full tang hollow ground and jeweled D2 tool steel blades manufactured in full tang construction. Stabilized Western Birdseye Maple and intricate hand applied anti-slip file work has been applied to the finished matching designs. The exceptional utilitarian 5.5” and 3” blades (11” and 7” overall), are perfect for both heavy and detailed field dressing work. The knives are protected in a custom leather piggy back sheath and the knives include a lifetime warranty. Manufactured by the experts at Silver Stag Knife Company, and exclusively for 2019 Friends of NRA events. Limited to 1,130 units.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Berger 6.5 Creedmoor
- 135 gr Classic Hunter
- Box of 20 rounds
U.S. Cavalry Presentation Short Sword

Dating back to the revolutionary war, presentation swords were given to officers for victory or exceptional gallantry. Name, rank and dates of service were engraved on the scabbard. This is a replica U.S. Cavalry Presentation Sword with etched designs on one side and the NRA logo on the other. Customized by Blue Ridge Knives for 2019 *Friends of NRA* events and limited to 1,130 units.

Boyt Navy Bag Set with Logo

Proudly display your support for the NRA on your next hunting trip! Made of nylon rip-stop exterior highly resistant to moisture and abrasion, this three piece set includes: a Boyt Signature Range Bag with a 14"L x 8"W main compartment holding up to 12 shotgun shell boxes, four exterior pockets and a hard bottom for shock absorption with foam insert on sides and top, a rip-stop 48" length rifle case made with full wrap around handles, self-repairing nylon zipper and D-Ring plus a 12pk Cooler designed with seam sealed interior construction and a nylon shoulder carry strap. Found only at 2019 *Friends of NRA* events from Boyt Harness Company and limited to 1,130 units.
If you are looking for a knife that delivers legendary German blade performance, look no further. PUMA® SGB knives are made with Solingen, Germany sourced steel blades which are then assembled in Asia. Each blade is Rockwell tested to ensure hardness between 55 and 57 HRC and bears the dot of a Rockwell proof mark. Made of full tang construction, genuine stag handles with brass finger guard and inlay shield, this 4 1/2” (9” overall) fixed blade comes with a brown leather belt sheath. Customized exclusively for 2019 *Friends of NRA* events by Blue Ridge Knives and limited to 1,130 units.

This backpack is designed to optimally secure and protect your firearms and features multiple storage areas to perfectly organize ammunition and accessories. The 36” central area is large enough to carry a compact rifle and opens up clamshell style for easy access to all your gear. It comes equipped with padded spine and straps for hands-free carrying on your back and handles at three different positions so you can carry the bag in the way that feels most natural to you. Multiple zippers with looped elastic pulls inside and out as well as touch fasteners in key areas keep your firearms and accessories concealed but always ready for action. Made by Infinity Commerce Inc. and limited to 1,135 units.
Highly regarded for his skills as a multi-instrumentalist, lyricist and singer in country, bluegrass and Southern rock music, it’s no secret that Charlie Daniels is also an enthusiastic outdoorsman, a true American Patriot and longtime friend of the NRA.

"Simple Man" Framed Lyrics
Signed by Charlie Daniels

These are the hand-written lyrics to "Simple Man," a song written and recorded by the Charlie Daniels Band. It was released in August 1989 as the lead single from their album of the same name. Each print is signed by Charlie himself and includes a numbered Certificate of Authenticity. Framed by Made in USA Framing LLC exclusively for Friends of NRA and limited to 1,150.
In this signed copy of *Never Look at the Empty Seats*, Charlie displays a soft, personal side of himself that has never before been documented. Charlie shares all about his life, from his post-depression childhood to making it big in a profession in which many do not excel. In his book, Charlie tells personal stories and shows rare photographs from his earliest days through his seventies, eighties and beyond. Charlie also includes insights into the many musicians that influenced him along his career, such as Elvis Presley, Bob Dylan, Willie Nelson, Tammy Wynette and many more.

As a companion to his book, Charlie released a new album titled *Memories, Memoirs and Miles – Songs of a Lifetime*. The album contains two bonus tracks, “Long Haired Country Boy” and “Still in Saigon,” and is dedicated to the man and friend who taught him his first guitar chord, Russell Palmer. Along with Charlie’s top hits and songs that helped shape him as an artist, the very first commercial recording, “Jaguar” by his band, The Jaguars, is included on this one-of-a-kind album.
The 2019 Friends of NRA Standard Merchandise Package would not be possible without the support of all the vendors featured in this catalog.
Established in 1990, The NRA Foundation, Inc. ("NRA Foundation") is a 501 (c)(3) tax-exempt organization that raises tax-deductible contributions in support of a wide range of firearm-related public interest activities of the National Rifle Association of America and other organizations that defend and foster the Second Amendment rights of all law-abiding Americans. These activities are designed to promote firearms and hunting safety, to enhance marksmanship skills of those participating in the shooting sports, and to educate the general public about firearms in their historic, technological and artistic context. Funds granted by The NRA Foundation benefit a variety of constituencies throughout the United States including children, youth, and women, individuals with physical disabilities, gun collectors, law enforcement officers, hunters and competitive shooters.

The Friends of NRA fundraising program was established in October 1992 to raise funds in support of this mission. True to the tradition of the original town meetings, and organized by community volunteers from every walk of life, Friends of NRA events provide participants an opportunity to support the charitable goals of The NRA Foundation and enjoy the camaraderie of other law-abiding gun owners.